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Innovative Technology and Science Limited (InnoTecUK) is a dynamic and progressive technology and research 

company with a diverse client base.  As a successful entrepreneurial fast-growing business, we understand the 

challenging and rewarding opportunities that lead to the development of new skills. At InnoTecUK we invest in our 

people to develop their skills and contribute in the success of our business growth.  

Through its Innovation Consultancy team, InnoTecUK helps industry-leading clients in identifying appropriate 

funding routes, prepares and supports applications, to help them secure grants for developing new products and 

solutions. Our Innovation Consultancy work includes both technology innovation as well as commercial prowess 

taking your career to the next level. Through our team of experienced and enthusiastic Innovation Consultants, we 

promote instant real work mentoring, together with constant team and leadership support. 

 

The following post is available:  Trainee Innovation Consultant  

 
The company is currently looking for enthusiastic, creative and motivated individuals with the ability to undertake 

collaborative proposal writing, preferably related to an innovation, science, engineering or a technical discipline, to 

join InnoTecUK’s multidisciplinary team in the role of Trainee Innovation Consultant, full training given and 

progression path to Innovation Consultant. It is envisaged that training will last for between 3-6 months dependant 

on the ability of the candidate. 

 

Main duties and responsibilities:  

 Receive training and perform duties in authoring and supporting development, writing, and editing of a 

variety of materials for proposals concerned with business impact and commercialisation strategy, 

technology management and technical contributions for collaborative funded proposals 

 Learn various consultancy functions, including proposal eligibility criteria, leading brain-storming sessions 

for concept generation and validation for our clients, carrying out due diligence/techno-economic 

feasibility of resulting ideas, market research and analysis, research competing technical solutions. Review, 

edit and improve proposal documents. Authoring input towards the dissemination of existing projects and 

InnoTecUK’s commercial strategies 

 Observe experienced workers to acquire knowledge of methods, procedures, and standards required for 

performance of Innovation Consultant duties 

 Meet performance (SMART) goals and objectives set by management  

 Report on progress of goals and objectives 

 

Person Specification:  

 Educated to Masters/PhD/MBA (or equivalent experience) in a scientific, technical or business discipline 

 Able to show evidence of persuasive writing skills, preferably with tangible commercial influence,  

 Evidence of ability to be flexible and able to meet deadlines  

 A passion for writing, an eye for detail and high-quality standards 

 Ability to communicate with technical and non-technical stakeholders 

 

Salary: Competitive. 

To apply please send your CV highlighting Trainee Innovation Consultant  in the subject line to:  

career@innotecuk.com 

 

Innovative Technology and Science Limited is an Equal Opportunities Employer 
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